Background TRUTH Regarding
“Name Correction and Proclamations”

In regards to the Name Correction and Judicial Notice and Proclamations that has been on this site for 10 years, we desire herein to make it clear that those documents were not written by anyone in the nature of ‘belonging’ to anyone. In fact they were written years before by an Elder Mother as 5 separate documents. Later, by the time we put them on the site for review and use, they had been condensed into one document consisting of 6 pages, with the exception of the Name Correction, which remained separate is 1 page. Totaling 7 pages.

We made them available not only for review and use, but because people were charging upwards of $1,500 notes to obtain them, and in some cases only had access to them if one became a member of “whatever, whoever’s association”.

As such, we established and made available a process based on the fact that all Asiatic beings falsely identified as Negro, colored and blacks are in fact Moors by blood-line and NOT by membership. Those documents have always been ‘freely’ accessed on our site and still are.

After making them available, people were having them notarized and authorized by employees of foreign companies on the Moroccan / American soil, having nothing to do with National Family affairs. Mother Anaidah El and RahsMariah Bey established a National Identification and Sealing process, and have kept it updated over the years. Embedded into the process are certain principals designed to assist the people in “waking up” and becoming independent once again. As that is what Moors MUST do.

These documents have been on the rvbeypublications.com website for over ten years used by Moors around the world and submitted to demonstrate the “Unity of Moors’. The documents are correct in aspects of principals, heritage, culture and customs, and have been used to demonstrate unity in all 4 corners of the world, there has been no change, and we see no need to make changes at this time.

There have been those who altered the documents, thereby changing the energies and turning it into a ‘colored’ document.

There are also those who are literally taking the basic instructions regarding the process and re-directing the people to an alternate venues, which has nothing to do with upright, independent Moors in their National capacity, thus must be seen for what it is, which is an attempt to infiltrate and injure the people, once again.

When coming from those who are ‘green’, it is almost understandable, but you cannot hang your Turban or your Fez there. When coming from seasoned Moors, it is not and cannot be taken in any other way then visible encouragement and willingness to divide the family. It certainly demonstrates warring against Mother and her children. For this reason it is the young who are more likely to be captivated or rather captured and re-
directed. After all, the Prophet said this is for the Young and yet unborn. He also said “do not scatter my sheep”.

You are to Declare your Nationality, if you do nothing else, and in these days and times Proclaim YOUR National ‘name’. That being done simplisticly by YOU. If you are looking for your Saviour, you must, now for certain look within.

Nature has no respect for Person or Station. Person meaning the mask you present and Station meaning the title you have or have given yourself. We then, must look at the works of both the ‘green’ and the seasoned with a careful eye of intent knowing there is no justification to substantiate any act(s) of division.

This is also an indication of taking advantage of Moors who are not studied to the point where they are being treated as if they are ‘stupid’, because they are not as studied as they need to be and ought be, in honor of their ancestors and their illustrious heritage and history. Therefore, without attaining that knowledge they can never take their place amongst the affairs of man. They remain steaks on the table for all comers, green or seasoned.

We cannot emphasize more to the young and those who are just coming into this information, the strong directive of Noble Drew Ali, as to the importance of study, study, study, because some of your own are waiting to put you right back in slavery. They are also demanding your private and confidential information, which is a collection for a dosier. Be ever vigilant and wise and act according to the excellence of your ancestors. Guard Yourself.

We, here at R.V. Bey Publications will continue to demonstrate family unity even in the face of blatant attempts at disunity rearing its head all around us.

We thank you for assisting in the uplifting of fallen humanity – one Moor at a time.

Inshallah
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